WHAT IS IMAT?

ASM’s NEW ANNUAL EVENT that unites different market segments that cross the entire materials world. ASM’s 6 affiliate societies, ASM technical committees and industry societies will come together in one location to discuss application oriented, real world technologies that can be put to use today.

ASM IS STRONGER TOGETHER

WHAT TO EXPECT:

- 3,000 attendees
- 600 technical presentations, keynotes and panel discussions
- 300 students for recruitment in materials science
- 250 Exhibitors
- 4 days of technical programming
- 3 days of expo
- Hands-on demonstrations and workshops
- NETWORKING

KEY TECHNICAL PROGRAMMING FOR HTS

- Materials for Energy & Utilities
- Sustainable Materials and Processes
- Additive Manufacturing
- Materials 4.0: Materials Information in the Product Life Cycle
- Processing & Applications
- Joint Session with the Failure Analysis Society

imevent.org | #IMAT2020
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